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1.1 - NOTRE DAME DE LA RUE 
 Through the gathering evening shadows an awkward teenager ambled across the peaceful 

Tulane campus and up to the streetcar stop on St. Charles Avenue. He leaned against the post, 

hands in pockets. Beneath the darkling limbs of live oaks, snaky and weird, passing headlights 

shone along the street, cars full of strangers. He felt a quiver of excitement in the fading twilight. 

Everything was so new and challenging. Only a few months now from the country and in the 

middle of this wild New Orleans, he was frequently bewildered by the newness. And between 

the jobs and his freshman classes, he didn’t have much time for any social life. At first the job 

was as a waiter at the Sophie Newcomb dining hall for fancy young southern ladies who were 

taught to treat guys like slaves. Small wonder that by November he left off slopping those hogs 

and switched to being a cashier in the Snack Bar in the University Center. 

 Since the legal drinking age in New Orleans was eighteen, Several times he’d gone to a 

local pizza and beer place with the dorm guys for great philosophical discussions around frosty 

pitchers. Most excitement all fall was going with roommate Roger and some others on a binge in 

the French Quarter—hurricanes at Pat O'Brien's and zombies at a place on Chartres. All of them 

got stinko sloshed, but then after his third zombie he declared he'd drunk himself sober and 

carefully shepherded his buddies into a cab back to the dorm around three in the morning. 

 The kid shuffled around on the concrete slab of the stop, shivering again with excitement. 

Tonight was New Year's Eve, the end of 1960, and his very first party. He’d dressed up nice, 

suffering the choking narrow tie and sport coat just a bit too tight across his growing shoulders, 

but fine for the hilliness of December in wondrous New Orleans. Back home, it was probably 

cold as a frog by now. Alone at the car stop, he gazed at the rosy sky over Audubon Park, 

thrilling at the regal silhouettes of the palms. The coming party at Paul's would be an adventure 

into the unknown, a new world of world of people living in ways this country boy had never 

even imagined. Like nice David, the handsome guy down the hall in the dorm, being in love with 

another guy Paul, a florist—who was having this dinner party. He'd never heard of such goings-

on, but it didn’t seem all that hard to understand, feeling such great friends with another guy. 

 He paced up and down the length of the stop admiring the stone bulk of Gibson Hall, 

hugely Gothic in the tree shadows, so much older than anything he’d ever known before. At the 

end of the strip, he listened for the gentle rumble to herald the coming of the Proletariat Chariot. 

Roommate Roger called the streetcar that, as opposed to the bus on Freret Street, the Freret Jet. 

 On the other side of the Avenue was Audubon Park, its black palms along the bayou 

delicate silhouettes in the afterglow. He’d often roamed the park's pleasant fields and live oak 

groves, thinking of the distant woods of home. New Orleans was like a totally different planet, 

and he loved it. He stared at the tiny light glimmering through the dark trees from far across the 

park on Magazine Street, and heard the faint rumble from down the Avenue come at last. 
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 The streetcar, army greenish-brown and orange, squealed to a halt. Doors folded open, 

and he climbed aboard, dumping a dime, hot from his palm, into the fare box. The starting lurch 

propelled him clumsily toward a wooden-slatted seat on the left. Resting an elbow on the open 

window sill, he watched the dark spire of Loyola's fancy cathedral looming through a gap in the 

trees against the darker sky—and mentally shuddered at this reminder of the Church. 

 Last Saturday he’d gone into that elegant edifice to confession to discuss the new stuff 

he’d learned from David, but the priest behind the grille wasn’t rational. His questions had 

stirred up a wild fit of denunciations and damnations. Spewing vile disgust, the disembodied 

pastoral voice was obviously the voice of an evil, twisted person. Listening to it in horror, he felt 

in his heart that David had a perfect right to love Paul. Without another thought, he departed the 

church forthwith, leaving the holy hatred to echo in the empty confessional. 

 When the trees hid the spire, he sighed about what his life would have been like in high 

school had he known then what he knew now. Their parish priest had warned him against so 

many sins but never once mentioned anything about this. Now they were springing a new sin on 

him? If it was a sin, it would surely have been on old Jesuit’s list. Not there, not a sin. As far as 

he could tell, religion just meant watching out for things on the list, and the dogma was simply 

"Don't do it!" And now that ugly voice had shown it up for plain old hate. Last Sunday he’d just 

swung on the swings in Audubon Park and held his own worship under the sunny heavens. 

 The other passengers of the chariot were proletariat all: an old man asleep under his hat 

and snoring contentedly, unbothered by the swaying of the car; the graying Negro woman with 

shopping bags piled beside her like a fort; and a fat Negro girl reading a paperback book by the 

dim lamps. Jerking and creaking, the streetcar careened down the boulevard from stop to stop. 

The lady with the bags got off at Jackson, and two Negro guys clambered on at Lowerline. 

 At the next cross-street, a car across the tracks caused a fury of clanging on the trolley's 

bell. The track finally clear, the streetcar almost leapt into motion. Excitement again welled up in 

his throat like a burp. David had said the party would be a real New Year's Eve dinner party. 

David came from Houston where he said there was lots of fun stuff to do. He was spending the 

holiday vacation at Paul's apartment on Prytania Street. 

 The car sat at a stoplight with a pleasant smell of fireplace coming in the window. They 

clattered on past Napoleon Avenue. A new fellow got on and staggered down the aisle, sitting 

across the way and giving him a hard look. Revolted by the guy's slack mouth and pale, shallow 

eyes, he didn't even nod hello. One needed to be very careful with weirdoes. There was an 

uncomfortable tightness in his stomach at recalling the experience last week with David's friend 

Chuck. Meeting over beers, Chuck had looked pasty with dark circles under his eyes and then 

started talking that way and trying to rub his leg... He hightailed it on home to the dorm.  

 Next stop was it, Constantinople. David had told him to walk straight back to Prytania. In 

the peaceful quiet of the old Garden District, he walked past big mansions looming among the 

palms and live oaks, some with white columns like on plantations, careful over the sidewalk 

slabs, tilted and buckled by tree roots and shifting mud. Up ahead a tall figure appeared from 

around the corner, and the kid straightened up to walk with nonchalant authority as the figure 

drew near, now clearly a young man. As they approached each other, he worried about getting 

beat up on the dark street like guys at school talked about. They passed each other in the light of 

a street lamp, and the fellow seemed to smile slightly, pleasantly attractive in a dark-haired 

Cajun way. Maybe he looked funny himself in his dress up clothes. He had a sudden warm 

feeling, like the soft ringing of a bell touched lightly in passing.  
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 On the last block before Prytania the dark street with the big houses and banks of bushes 

turned spooky. Picking his way over the tree roots and round bushes billowing out over the walk, 

he tried to focus his thoughts before the party, to prepare himself for anything. He imagined 

maybe meeting some real nice guy who could be a special friend.  

 His reverie was cut short by David's voice from above, "Hey, Tommy! Up here!" Above 

the dark bushes on a balcony David was leaning against a corner post, a blond faun in a bright 

orange banlon shirt shining like the lit windows behind him. Tommy struggled to open a big 

fancy iron gate and crossed the lawn. The cool night smelled very moist. Around the huge 

columned front porch David was waiting for him. He straightened his tie, terribly conscious of 

David's round buttocks in white jeans at eye level leading him up the steps.  

 The apartment was tiny. Tommy was the first one there, Paul having gone down to the 

corner for ice. There was a coffee table with several light chairs about, a kitchen more like a 

closet at one end, and at the other the door to a bedroom virtually full of a huge, broad bed. 

David offered a bowl of chips and dip. Used to dinner around five, he had several immediately. 

With a flourish, David tied on a yellow apron that clashed violently with his shirt and flashed a 

blue-eyed smile. "We're having spaghetti," he announced, "so I better get started." 

 Tommy’s heart sank. It was bound to be a good while yet before they'd eat. He went 

immediately to a pile of magazines on the end table and had only flipped a few pages in an old 

National Geographic when tall Paul ducked in through the door. "Hello, sweetheart," David 

cooed, taking Paul's big hand. "Here, give me the ice. You remember Tommy Youngblood." 

With that, he turned back to the kitchen. 

 Paul's thin, acne-scarred face softened when he smiled. "How are you, dear?" He took 

Tommy's hand and then quickly sat in the chair nearby. Paul always sat to hide his height by 

sitting down. "David, darling, our guest needs a drink." Tommy thought it was cute the way they 

called each other things like that and gave each other little kisses. 

 "How about a nice bourbon and water, Tom?" David asked over his shoulder. "It's all we 

got." He brought him a squat round glass of russet brown booze. Tommy had never had bourbon, 

which tasted strangely sweet. While he tested the "high ball," there were sounds on the stairs, a 

knock on the screen door, and someone invisible in the dimness of the balcony. Another surge of 

excitement at possibilities. David went to the door. "Come in, Phillip, love." 

 Phillip entered, a short man – Tommy had to think "man" because he was clearly over 

twenty-five and wore a mustache! – pale with features that could only be called non-descript. 

Tommy heard a dull echo inside, like shutting a door on an empty room. Well, at least he didn’t 

look like a weirdo. When Phillip saw Tommy on the sofa, he crooned, "And who are you?" 

 David made the introductions. "My friend from the dorms, Tommy. Phillip's a mailman. 

Isn't that marvelous?" David laughed lightly and returned to the kitchen corner. "I'll have to get 

you a cocktail, darling." 

 "Just a little one. You know what they do to me." Phillip put his hand in a dramatic 

gesture to his forehead, broad and shiny under his crewcut. "Yes, I'm the infamous Phillip. You 

know, the name means I'm queer for horses, but don't you believe it! So you're ‘the’ Tommy 

Youngblood. Where did you get that beautiful blond hair? With such big brown eyes, no less!" 

 "Guess it's because I'm part Choctaw—I’m from Broken Bow, Oklahoma," Tommy 

explained self-consciously, "but my mom's folks are all real blond." 

 "Well, you can be part anything you want, darling. You're the cutest thing I've seen in a 

blue moon." Phillip patted Tommy's cheek and turned to Paul. "And there you are, you nasty 

wife-beater." They pressed hands, and he settled in a chair to accept the glass of bourbon, no 
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littler than Tommy's. When David sat on the arm of Paul's chair, he reached up and stroked his 

back. Tommy sure hoped this wasn’t going to be the whole party. 

 "So how have the mailboxes been?" Paul asked provocatively.  

 "Monstrous, my dear." Phillip took a dainty sip of his bourbon. "I can never seem to give 

them enough! More! More!" 

 Paul and David chuckled. Tommy munched a chip and wondered what he’d missed. To 

be polite, he asked, "Where do you deliver?" 

 His round face expressing the essence of innocence, Phillip replied, "Preferably in the 

rear." After Paul and David had a hearty laugh, he went on, "Why, I have just the cruisiest route 

in town, child. Right here in the Garden District. All the queens out walking their doggies just 

swoon when they see me in uniform. Why, just yesterday…" 

 "Now, Phillip," David broke in, "no lurid tales. We have a virgin in the house." A blush 

flooded Tommy's cheeks. Indeed, he was an eighteen year-old virgin. "Don't be too campy. 

Tommy had a bad experience with Chuck the other night and..." 

 "Oh!" Phillip warbled loudly in outrage. "Why that horrid trollop! Did she pollute you? 

You poor dear! I'll kill the bitch with my bare hands!" 

 On his way into the tiny kitchen, David snapped, "Phillip, mind your own business!" 

Tommy joined in the general chuckle, though it didn't strike him as all that funny.  

 Paul picked up Phillip's empty glass. "Why thank you, Pauline. I do need another drink." 

How did he drink it so fast when Tommy was only half through his drink? Turning to Tommy 

with a thin smile, Phillip remarked, "Don't mind me, dear. I'm just trash." 

 Actually Phillip was pretty funny while Paul and he chattered about cars and engines, but 

Tommy really needed some food. He'd almost finished the bowl of dip when David at last 

appeared with a pot of spaghetti drowned in steaming, though thin, red sauce. "Paul, love, better 

freshen Tommy's too for dinner," he called over his shoulder and then presented a loaf of hot 

French bread. Grunts, slurps, chomping of teeth, and compliments to the cook.  

 Halfway through his pile of spaghetti, Phillip turned again to Tommy, wiping his lips 

fastidiously with a napkin. "David never did tell me how she met you, lovey." 

 His mouth full, Tommy couldn’t laugh at the “she” and just looked helplessly at David, 

who took over. "We live on the same floor in the dorm, all that." He took Phillip's empty glass. 

 "Oh, I shouldn't," Phillip protested, "really… You know what it does... Just a short one." 

 David clinked ice and bottles. "I was having traumas over being in love with this brute." 

He shrugged at Paul. "And this little angel was running around the dorm looking like Cupid…. I 

really needed someone to talk to and laid an ambush in the hall, dragged him into my room, and 

confessed. Tears and all!" He brought back Phillip's new drink, scarcely short, or light. 

  “No, you didn't cry," Tommy protested. The experience had been a real eye-opener for 

him, so he remembered every bit of it. 

 "Quiet, baby, you're ruining my story," David whispered. "Utter lamentation!" 

 Phillip snorted. "I bet you were trying to seduce him." 

 "No, he wasn't!" Tommy objected immediately. But something deep inside stirred with 

pleasure at the thought. So he stuffed more spaghetti in his mouth and stared at his plate. 

 David patted Paul's knee. "Put on some music, sweetheart. That's what's missing." Paul 

went over to the stereo and stack of records by the window. With the first notes, Tommy felt a 

nostalgic warmth—Johnny Mathis singing "The Twelfth of Never."  

 Phillip leaned to Tommy. "Have you ever been in love, little Tommy-gun?" 
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 Buoyed by the romantic mood of the song, and appreciating these new friends. Tommy 

confided, "I used to have a girlfriend at home. But she didn't know how I felt. I never..." 

 "Ugh!" Phillip shuddered, "Not with a fish! With a man!" 

 "Phillip!" David reprimanded from his perch on Paul's knee. 

 "I...," Tommy strangled at his angel being called a fish, but the question remained. "I 

don't know... Maybe with my best friend, but we never..." He gripped his plate in both hands. 

 "Oh, poor baby," Phillip moaned dramatically, "you didn't go to bed with him!" 

 David snapped, "You harpy! I told you he's a virgin!” 

 Phillip became very solicitous and patted Tommy's shoulder. "Well, my advice to all 

virgins is just make certain sure the guy's not vice. After all, darling, having sex with a man is 

completely illegal. We're all criminals!" He motioned to include the other two. "Do you realize," 

he asked rather sternly, "that if you suck a man's cock, you can be arrested!" 

 Tommy glanced over at David in consternation. "I didn't know..." 

 "Yeah," David sighed, "if they catch you in a restroom or something. But if school found 

out, they’d probably kick me out." Tommy was stunned. It wasn’t the bourbon, so he decided to 

have another drink. First the Church suddenly pulled out this brand new sin, and now there was 

actually some kind of law against it too? 

 "And if they catch you," Phillip whispered, "they'll send you up the creek for five years—

without a paddle. Or like me, to Mandeville." Phillip finished his drink and continued, "Are you 

aware, my little cupcake, that all of us queers are insane?" 

  “Just for that, Tallulah, you can go get yourself another drink," Paul decreed, putting his 

plate down on the coffee table and running his hand up the back of David's shirt. 

 "I'll say ten Hail Marys for penance immediately," Phillip avowed and took his empty 

glass and Tommy's to the kitchen. In his absence Paul whispered that Phillip spent a while in the 

state asylum in Mandeville. 

 In the casual flow of jokes and conversation over ice cream for dessert, Tommy soon lost 

count of the drinks Phillip downed, and of his own as well. Through a sweetish bourbon hazy 

warmth, he was suddenly aware of Phillip speaking again. An immediacy seized his attention 

like the voice of some famous actor.  

 "My dears, I must tell you about the glorious idea I've just had. You won't believe how 

grand!" Phillip drew himself up among the cushions, a drunken flush turning his forehead pink. 

"We'll find a fabulous island to flee to. All of us. Abandon the pitiful straight world to their 

boring little games and..." He broke off to take a tiny sip of bourbon, like a bird. "And we'll have 

a monarchy again! And I shall be Empress!" 

 "Oh, my God!" David gasped, "She's had too much!" While Paul and Tommy laughed, 

Phillip sat up straight in all seriousness waiting for his audience to recover.  

 "You, Paulette and David, since I am your mother, will be princesses!" he announced, at 

which Tommy chortled. "And you, little vitamin, since you have been in love with a man and are 

yet a virgin, you shall be the Pope-ess! No! You'll be Notre Dame de la Rue, Our Lady of the 

Street, Mother of Mercy, Queen of..." Phillip took another bird-like sip, changing gears. Tommy 

struggled to follow. "Of course, there will be a little island next door for the dykes. Darlings, it 

will be gorgeous!" He ceased speaking, as though waiting for applause. Tommy laughed again. 

 Paul urged Phillip on, "And?" 

 Instantly Phillip resumed the same commanding tone, "I'll have the most splendid 

coronation! We'll turn a huge mountain into an enormous Gothic cathedral with spires and spires, 

like St. Louis!" He spread his hands in a religious pose, frozen for a perfect instant of veneration. 
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His listeners convulsed. "The parade route," he continued suddenly, "is lined with angelic little 

boys strewing my path with blossoms..." A bird sip. "Magnolia petals. Inside the cathedral, 

thousands of naked, sweating, horny hustlers for the audience, I mean, congregation. Each has 

golden butterflies tethered to his pubic hairs!"  

 Laughter kept Phillip from continuing, but he jumped up from his chair commanding, 

"Attention, princesses! Fall in for the procession! And you, Blessed Virgin, over there by the 

door!" Everyone followed instructions. Tommy stood unsteadily in the bedroom doorway, the 

big bed close behind, while the spectacle was being staged over by the record player. 

 "In the cathedral there's a monstrous organ..." At Paul's obscene laugh, Phillip pointed to 

the kitchen cabinets. "It's playing Marche Slav—oh, excuse me, it's a 500-piece orchestra all 

around the galleries. And I appear in the doorway. Oh, stately!" He struck an imperial pose, 

motioning Paul and David to step behind. "The gown, my dears! Watch the train! Pure white 

brocade silk with oceans of skirts. Diamond sequins all over. And the neckline over my 

cavernous décolletage is a spray of deep purple gloxinia..." 

 "Make it orchids," Paul offered in a professional whisper. 

 "Orchids are vulgar! ...to match my twenty-foot train of scarlet velvet! Edged with the 

golden feathers of the rare..." Phillip reached suddenly for his drink on the end table, sipped 

quickly, and returned. "My train bearers," he resumed, motioning to the friends, "are Swedish 

giants in black sable breechclouts." Tommy wondered where the Princesses went. Phillip started 

to pace in somber half-time, the designated Swedish giants following slowly after, chuckling to 

themselves. It was all so very silly. Tommy leaned against the doorframe, suddenly weak from 

laughing and rather drunker than a minute ago—like after that third zombie. 

 "The brass thunders!" Phillip roared, bringing the Blessed Virgin to attention. Tommy 

could almost hear it. "Now I pass solemnly down the aisle under an archway of jeweled phalli!" 

Arms outstretched, Phillip royally allowed the clamor of the crowd. "And I ascend gracefully, 

almost float, up to the altar, a thousand steps lined with Michelangelo's athletes. With each step, 

a hundred white doves are set free..." He waved his hands in fluttering flocks of doves. 

 "Look out for dove doodoo!" David remarked. 

 Utterly ignoring that comment, Phillip abruptly turned to Tommy. "Finally I reach the 

gleaming altar, gold, shining, high above me, purer than any mortal… ah, exquisite! I make 

obeisance to Our Lady of the Street!” He sank to the floor in a curtsey to Tommy and remained 

that way in silent ecstasy. Tommy got the strange feeling of being in more than a play. Then with 

no warning, Phillip leapt up and whipped around, his back to Tommy. "I turn to face the 

multitude of my nude subjects and shed tears of rapture, each of which is caught in clear crystal 

goblets held by gleaming Nubian slaves... in leopard skins." He paused. Tommy wondered if this 

is what was called "illusions of grandeur." 

 "Darling, you seem to be up against the wall," Paul remarked in a soft voice.  

 Phillip recovered quickly. "Nonsense! Lyrical ecstasy, that's all. Now Notre Dame 

descends from the heights of the golden altar." Phillip turned somewhat to direct Tommy. "Yes, 

you, you come softly down to hover over my head. You're wearing a scarlet gown and a tiara of 

mystical diamonds..." Tommy wanted very much to laugh at the scarlet gown, but he pretended 

to be hovering overhead, though behind. "You spread your holy arms and begin to sing a litany 

of virgin dreams. To an accompanying flute, you..." Phillip faltered and suddenly sank into a 

nearby chair, pale again. "I'm fine. Just a little too much... I was losing it..." 

 David put his arm around Tommy's shoulder, helping him back to his chair. He was 

grateful for the assistance because Our Lady of the Street wasn't exactly capable of decisive 
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motions, and David warm against him was a thrill. The others all looked pretty drunk too. "I 

hope you're not too wrecked, Tommy," David spoke near his ear, his breath hot on his cheek. 

 “No, no," Tommy said, "just a little drunk, I think." He loosened his tie and even took off 

his jacket. Maybe that would clear his head. It didn't. But still there was the fragrance of David. 

Soon Phillip returned from the bathroom, though Tommy hadn't been aware of his leaving. Paul 

wasn’t to be seen, and that also confused him. 

 Hugging David, Phillip mumbled, "Mea culpa, my dear. It's that demon rum!" He fell 

into his chair. "So, my little acorns, we've got some time yet till midnight! Shall we play 

monopoly? Or spin the bottle?"  

 Instead, they played four-handed hearts, a favorite of both David’s and Tommy's from 

late nights in the dorm. Tommy shot the moon right away. It was easy to sneak up on new 

opponents with the right pass, especially when they were totally drunk! Taking the second trick, 

Tommy declared his megalomaniac intentions and to the other players’ amazement ritually took 

the rest of the tricks. The feat earned him another drink, and so the losers had one too.  

 Phillip became loquacious during the next deal. "Just think, you little fairies," he said in 

that big voice again. "Tonight's the last night of 1960! Soon it will be 1961, the downside-up 

year! Hasn't been one since 1881! And not again till 6009!" Arranging their hands, everyone 

made appreciative noises. Phillip took a bird's sip of bourbon. "Just you wait and see! 1961 will 

turn all kinds of things over. We'll have a new President—John F. Kennedy! At last a Democrat! 

And such a perfectly scrumptious hunk. Don't you think he's gorgeous?"  

 David slapped his pass to Phillip and remarked, "He's okay. I like little Teddy best." 

 "Well, whatever," Phillip continued and had another taste of his drink. "The New Year 

will be perfectly wonderful for all of us, I'm sure. All the omens indicate favorably." 

  “Pray tell, Miss Oracle," Paul giggled as he led the deuce of clubs, "what do the 

steaming ox-guts portend?" 

 Leaping up, Phillip grabbed the pot of leftover spaghetti, set it on the coffee table, and 

peering at its tangled, saucy remnants, proclaimed, "The downside-up year, 1961! Hear ye, hear 

ye! My prophecy!" He polished off his drink. "You, my tall host, Paul: you will get your own 

shop this year—and keep everything you love. For you, David, my luscious hostess: the entrails 

say that in this outside-in year you will decide what you really want to do and do it!" 

 "What I really want to do," David laughed as he got up with empty glasses, "is Paul." He 

threw his boyfriend a kiss and added coyly, “And I fully intend to do him!” 

 "Might as well break out that champagne now, honey," Paul suggested, while taking a 

handful of hearts. "It's almost midnight." In his drunken haze, Tommy suddenly felt the real 

specialness of the occasion. He never had champagne before. "So how about our cute little 

Tommy?" Paul prodded the Spaghetti Sibyl for a prediction.  

  “For Notre Dame de la Rue! Ah, what does the pasta reveal? Oh, yes. Oh, my!" Phillip 

gave Tommy an inebriated leer. "For you, delectable virgin, full of grace: in the downside-up 

year 1961 you will fall truly in love—not once, but twice!" 

 "That would be great," Tommy said, discarding his problem card. "Why twice?” 

 "The Noodles never explain," Phillip intoned in a deep voice.  

 David popped the cork on the champagne, and poured the bubbly liquid into shallow 

glasses. "And what about you, Phillip, darling?" Paul asked. 

 Phillip drew back with a large defensive gesture from the spaghetti pot. "No, no! It is 

forbidden for sacred seeresses to ask the oracle for ourselves! I just hope no biting dogs."  
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 A moment of considerable confusion before Tommy managed a laugh. Checking his 

wristwatch, Paul started the countdown at ten. Tommy sniffed at his champagne, tiny bubbles 

tickling his nose. Six. Five. The moment roaring down on them. Three. Two. Glasses raised. 

One. Happy New Year. Clink, clink, clink all around and down the hatch. Wild bubbles down 

the throat and an immediate fizziness in Tommy's brain. 1961.  

 David poured them another round of champagne, which they drank in gulping toasts to 

each other’s health and love life. Tommy felt giddy with affection for these good friends. 

 Looking wistfully at his empty glass, Phillip set it down and took up Tommy's limp hand. 

"Charmed to have met you, you juicy little Tom-ate-o. Don't be offended..." He lifted Tommy's 

hand to his lips. "So farewell, my virtuous lady, I must be off into the night. Many mailboxes to 

feed." He caught David round the waist, squeezed him, rushed to Paul, and rose on tiptoe to kiss 

him quickly on the chin. "Au revoir, cher! Thanks for a marvelous party! Actually I’m to meet 

someone at the Gaslight…" More quickly than Tommy could follow, Phillip was out the door, 

and his footsteps thumped down the stairs. 

 Something impelled Tommy to stand up too. Surprised to be standing, and pretty wobbly, 

he found himself saying, "Thanks a lot for a swell dinner. But I gotta go too." At least now he 

was moving, there was some energy in his limbs. And he didn't have to drink any more of that 

bourbon. He hugged Paul, and then David went out onto the steps with him. In the darkness 

David kissed him, his tongue probing deep.  

 Dizzy from the kiss and the booze, Tommy tried to pay attention to negotiating the steps. 

It was a drunken walk back in the dark over the bumpy sidewalks to St. Charles and much easier 

in the street. No traffic. His head was full of the talk and the mad coronation pageant, the weird 

feeling of being the Blessed Virgin, the vapors of bourbon, the exciting prophecy, the bubbles of 

champagne, and the kiss. 1961, the upside-down year. To the trolley stop before he knew it, and 

in only moments the streetcar came rumbling up, nearly empty. Those few denizens of this new 

world of New Orleans paid him no mind when, bumping across Cadiz Street, Notre Dame de la 

Rue very ceremoniously threw up out the window. 

### 
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1.2 - MIND GAME 
(Epistle 2/14/61) 

Dear Sally, 

 Taking a minute or two on a Tuesday evening between occasional customers at my great 

job cashiering in the Snack Bar to wish you a Happy Valentine's Day. For me it's not been very 

valentiney what with not a sign of a boyfriend anywhere yet. Sigh. 

 I really should write to you about all the things that happened this past weekend. But first 

I wanted to say that I think it's very sad the way Bobby behaves to you. I mean after all the time 

you've been so close for him to be so nasty seems very strange. But as I've written many times, 

you're very lucky to have someone to see. I still wonder when I'll ever get involved with anyone. 

When Bobby warms up again after whatever, maybe you can talk about it. 

 Worked an awful lot the past week here in my stainless steel island in the Snack Bar, and 

as time goes on, I grow to like this job more and more. Couldn't be a better place to spend my 

evenings what with all the kids in school coming by at one time or another. Which means a 

parade of pretty boys. Won't be long, and I'll probably know everybody in the university, at least 

by sight. Speaking of which, the view from my stool here is superb, right beside the great glass 

wall looking out over the swimming pool. Right now several very attractive swimmers have been 

keeping me occupied, one of them in a quite revealing red racing suit. Too bad there's no one 

like that in my swimming class. Just a bunch of jerky freshmen. 

 Of course I've also been keeping busy with classes, even if they’re not that demanding. 

At least the Chemistry ones are a lot of fun. Just going to them takes so much time, though, and 

then all the hours I spend as a lab assistant for my advisor. (I'm analyzing rocket fuel!) My 

roommate Roger almost never seems to see me back home in old 601, but then he probably 

doesn't mind having an almost private room, I expect. 

 The weather's been absolutely great. I still can't get over how there's not much of any 

winter here. No complaints, mind you. Several times I've managed to sunbathe with a bunch of 

the guys out on the lawn of the dorm. Boy, I want to tell you that some of those guys sure are 

sexy lying out there on their beach blankets in tiny swimsuits! 

 As usual, I went on Sunday morning over to Audubon Park. I took along my English Lit 

book to do some reading, and sitting up in a tree over the bayou, I accidentally dropped it in the 

water. Sank like a rock. Oh, well. Sat for a long time in the warm sunshine, you wouldn't believe 

how warm, watching the seals swimming around in their pool in a little temple among the live 

oaks, and later found a lovely fountain nearby with a little boy statue holding a turtle. I just love 

the park with all the big trees, away from the noise of the streets. All that afternoon in spite of the 

beautiful springtime, I felt terribly lonely, impatient to find a boyfriend.  

 Mardi Gras is just next week, and I'm so excited to see the parades and all the stuff I've 

heard about. Roger and I are planning to go real early down to Canal Street on Fat Tuesday to 

see the Zulu parade. Seems it's a lot of black people all dressed up in African costumes and all. I 

can't really imagine it, or for that matter, even a real live parade of any kind. For a while I 

thought about doing a costume for myself, but I chickened out since no one else is going to. I'll 

see if I can get you a souvenir from the parades. I hear they throw beads and coins and such to 

the crowds. Just think, my very first Mardi Gras! 

 Well, I guess I really do have to tell my big secret after all. It would be stupid for me not 

to tell you, my dearest confidante, something so very important and terribly exciting. And why 

would I want to keep it a secret? Especially since you already know absolutely everything about 
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me, and there's no one around here to share it with. I have to confess that I lied a while ago about 

there being no romance… 

 Saturday evening after work, I came back to the dorm and decided to watch the rest of 

Midnight Theater with all the guys in the TV room. The room was all dark and pretty full when I 

came in, but I found a place squished in on a sofa. What a surprise when I see the guy next to me 

is Rene. He's really the handsomest of all the guys I sunbathed with those afternoons, and I spent 

a lot of time looking at him then. He’s short, but his body is delicious, and his face is perfectly 

handsome. We just sort of said hi and watched the tube, something about a mad woman in a 

swamp. With Rene right there next to me, I got real excited. So beautiful, but I didn't dare look at 

him much, except in aspirin commercials or to make a few funny editorial comments during the 

program. At a scary moment, Rene jumped and grabbed my arm. 

 Anyhow we talked some after the show, and he offered to show me his stamp collection. 

You can imagine, Sally, how nervous I got then about actually being alone with him. We went 

up to his room on the third floor, and his roommate was gone out to the movies and drinking, I 

guess. When the door was closed, Rene walked right up to me and put his arms around me. I was 

so happy I thought I'd lose of my mind. Of course I couldn't resist his lips when he kissed me, I 

hugged him real tight. 

 In a few minutes we stopped for air and I looked into his great dark eyes, feeling in my 

arms the warmth of his lithe body that I so admired out in the sun during the day. For the very 

first time I was holding a boy in my arms, and it was so sweet I wanted to cry. I touched his chest 

with that little patch of hair in the middle, and his thighs, really magical. Then he squeezed me 

again, and kissing like crazy, we rolled onto his bed. But I really didn't know what to do next, 

just making out with him was so heavenly. We must have kissed and touched for the longest, but 

didn't undo a button. Didn't say much either. I could imagine the two of us alone in a beautiful 

meadow, something about the smell of Rene's throat, still fragrant of the suntan lotion. But then 

he whispered that maybe we should stop before his roommate George got back. It was all I could 

do to let go of him, and with several last kisses, I crept out of his door in a blur of bliss. 

 Going up the back steps to my sixth floor, I almost ran with exhilaration, still feeling 

Rene's hands on me, and mine on him, my first time ever to touch someone with love. Needless 

to say, I had sweet dreams that night when I finally managed to go to sleep. The whole time I 

kept tasting his sweet, tender mouth and feeling him so perfectly beautiful in my arms. 

 Do you think I'm awful, Sally? I've told you about these new people I've been meeting, 

and all the new things I've been learning about, but you've never written anything about it. I just 

think it is the neatest thing, finally to realize that I can love a boy. And it's not like I'm being 

promiscuous, is it? I can't help it if Rene's so beautiful—and after all, I didn't start it. But now at 

last I know what it's like to make out with a guy, and it sure makes me happy. 

 This letter has been pretty hard writing on the cash register drawer, as you can imagine, 

making sure the customers going by don't see what I'm writing, and now the shift is almost over, 

getting on time for me to think about closing out and all the counting of cash and such, so I guess 

I should close. Nothing much else to write about anyway. 

 Best wishes in the Bobby affair,  

 Always, Tommy 

PS. (Written at home before putting it in the envelope.) Oh, what the hell! Truthfully, Sally, my 

dear, this whole Rene affair is a sheer fabrication, a tale, a lie. But it was great fun imagining it. 

See what romantic frustration leads to! I’m still an untouched virgin! Damn! 

### 
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1.3 - VIRGIN SPRING 
 Patient in the dark of McAlister Auditorium, Tommy sat between his roommate Roger 

and friend Lonnie from down the hall. The lights were out, but for some inexplicable reason, as 

always, the showing of the "free flick" was delayed. Of course, the crowd of students, who were 

frequently vociferously unruly when shown a poor film, and even disrespectful when shown a 

good one, was beginning to grow restive. 

 As a matter of fact, so was Tommy, but the ants in his pants were an infestation. This 

time it was guilt. He should have been studying his German word lists for tomorrow's test. The 

teacher had been trying to squeeze a whole semester into the summer school course, and that 

meant a lot of work. Besides, the German vocabulary was so maddeningly silly. He almost 

wished he'd brought the book along, but then it was too dark to read. 

 "What's the fucking hold-up?" Roger suddenly shouted in the direction of the projection 

booth. In the dimness, Roger, a pale kid, very crew-cut, looked almost bald. Meanwhile Lonnie, 

a pudgy, prim fellow on Tommy's other side, always peaceable, told their friend to cool it. 

 "Yeh," Tommy also urged. "Shut your hole, shithead." 

 Roger turned his big round glasses to Tommy and responded with elegant control, "Eat 

me." As a mad mathematician and French horn player, Roger had a way of succinctness. 

 "You guys are so vulgar!" Lonnie moaned, his genteel Georgia upbringing no preparation 

for such pithy debates, nor his psychology major any defense against such blatant humanity. 

 The roommates were really best of friends, having been together their whole freshman 

year and this much of the summer and planning to share next year as sophomores as well. Funny 

thing was that, try as Tommy might, he couldn't find even the slightest physical attraction for his 

homely roommate and simply couldn’t imagine that dork actually rogering anybody. Why could 

some guys attract him just with a glimpse of a cheek or the shape of a hand? The sight of Roger 

in his baggy jock shorts was so totally nothing, and seeing him in the nude even less. Then there 

was kindly Lonnie who was about as sexy as a bowl of oatmeal. 

 As though to underline Tommy's wonderment, just then the Honduran kid called Chucho 

came sauntering down the aisle and sat at the end of the row in front of the three friends.  Lots of 

black curls and finely shaped mouth. Unnoticed by his companions, Tommy went quietly out of 

his mind imagining Chucho's probable thighs and sweet tongue. 

 A beam of light shot out of the projection booth. Upside-down numbers flickered on the 

screen. "Oh, boy!" Roger chortled, "Bergman!" The light snapped off again. "Fuck!" he cried in 

a harmonious chorus with the rest of the audience. But Tommy really couldn't be bothered by the 

delay. Somewhere just a few feet away in the darkness sat that delicious Chucho. After a 

moment of lust, he forced his mind away to the lines for his chorus role. He’d recently signed up 

to be in a Greek play called "Oedipus Rex." He didn’t have many lines, actually, but a lot of 

writhing around on the floor in an eyeless mask. He reviewed the choreography of his writhes. 

 "You know," Lonnie leaned forward and announced to Tommy, "somebody told me this 

movie is really hot!" 

 "We can only hope," Tommy mumbled. Not much chance that it would show him what 

he wanted right now. A square of light flashed up on the screen, and the credits rolled for "Virgin 

Spring." Tommy got lost in the business of subtitles and the reedy sound of Swedish. Actually 

the film was rather "hot," the scene of the violation of the young girl was pretty close to having 

intercourse. Soon he was acutely uncomfortable in the hard auditorium seat, but he couldn't tear 

his eyes away from the celluloid visions until the very last frame. Afterwards, in stunned silence, 
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he walked quietly out onto the Drive with the others, re-viewing the images in his mind and 

feeling fire in his body. 

 Out on the sidewalk Lonnie exclaimed, "Boy! That was a great film!" 

 Roger snorted, "He didn't show any snatch, just all those wadded up clothes." He headed 

automatically back toward Robert Sharp Hall, the trio's dormitory. "I thought it was supposed to 

be a dirty movie! Shit!" 

 Tommy walked silently along with the other two chattering at each other. The story of 

that Swedish girl moved him greatly. He couldn't really identify with the rapists, of course, but... 

The cold hard fact of his virginity sat like a huge monkey on his back, now nineteen and still a 

virgin. How many of all these young guys in the dorms were virgins too? Without a question 

Roger and Lonnie both were, their innocent and ignorant faces, untouched with the light of 

carnal knowledge. Was Tommy's like that too? Carnal ignorance. God, how boring! 

 "Let's play some hearts," Roger suggested. "I'll kick your asses, you motherfuckers." 

 "Nah," Lonnie replied, "I've got some studying." 

 After a beat, Tommy replied, "And I'm going out." 

 Lonnie was amazed.  "But what about the German test?" 

 "Screw it," Tommy laughed, "I'll look at it in the morning." 

 Leaving Lonnie at his room, Tommy and Roger made their way down the hall toward 

their room. "You know what burns me, fart-breath?" Roger asked as he unlocked the door. 

"You'll read those lists once tomorrow morning and ace the asshole test!" 

 "I better," Tommy said without great concern, even failing to add an inventively vile 

epithet like "turd-nose" or "cunt-face." Already he was deep in sudden, surprising plans for the 

evening. Coming up in the elevator, he’d realized he most emphatically didn't want to be a virgin 

anymore. And what he had to do was perfectly clear. 

 Inside the double dorm room, as narrow and Spartan as any, Roger went immediately 

about his mathematical studies, which frequently, like now, consisted of playing solitaire, and 

Tommy set about his preparations, laying out a new pair of green corduroys and blue nylon shirt 

before heading off to the shower. When he returned, shaved and showered, Roger looked up and 

exclaimed, "Got a date or something, asshole?" 

 "You might say that," Tommy said secretively and began to dress. He'd go to the one 

place he knew where he might meet somebody, a dark little place on St. Peter called the Gaslight 

Inn where David and Paul once took him. Looking for a boyfriend among these dorm guys was 

like hunting rabbit in a pine woods. He offered his curious roommate no more information and 

walked out the door. It was all he could do to keep from running down the hall to the elevator, so 

excited about this step he was finally taking. The same excitement carried him quickly outside 

onto Freret Street and onto the Jet, which he rode away in a total daze. 

 Walking mechanically down Bourbon Street, he paid not the slightest attention to the 

crowds or tantalizing glimpses of bare bodies through the swinging doors of the strip joints, and 

ignored the suggestive invitations of the hawkers. He was stepping purposefully into a new era 

and was no longer afraid of the unknown. So instead of the tawdry people, he watched his 

shadow moving along the walls and sidewalks, leaping ahead and falling behind as he passed the 

streetlights, across Conti, St. Louis, Toulouse, and at last to St. Peter. Just around the corner... 

 The Gaslight Inn looked just the same. David and Paul finally had convinced him to 

come "out" with them that night, and he reluctantly had come with them to this bar sitting right 

beside the bustling collegiate Pat O`Brien's. Though nervous about going in with them, he’d 

found it not at all intimidating. His friends seemed to know lots of the people in the place. The 
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strangest thing had been a Hawaiian boy who looked just like a girl and talked like one. Paul said 

the fellow's name was Pineapple. Tommy had tried not to laugh when introduced. Pineapple 

wore eye-makeup and lipstick and acted like a stylish fashion model. 

 Tonight when Tommy walked into the small room, dark and full of smoke and men 

milling about, he didn't see Pineapple anywhere. How daring he felt as he walked up to the bar 

and ordered a vodka and tonic. Without looking directly at anyone, he took his drink over to a 

stool along the wall under the window. He hadn’t got the slightest idea what to do next. The 

crowd, he was relieved to notice, didn't pay him any particular attention. Maybe he should watch 

for someone attractive, go up, and introduce himself. But maybe that was too forward, and 

besides, the guy would know why he was doing it. Simply too embarrassing. It wasn’t easy to 

see the guys in the dimness, and there was no one even slightly appealing. By the time he’d 

finished most of his drink, the initial excitement was beginning to run out. His courage flagging, 

he even had thoughts of heading home. He looked down at the dregs in his glass wistfully. 

 "Need another drink?" a voice asked from his blind side. 

 Tommy turned around, surprised that someone was standing over there in the shadows, 

and found a young man smiling at him. "I was just going to..." 

 "What was it?" the fellow asked and took the glass out of Tommy's hand. 

 "Uh...vodka and tonic," Tommy managed to remember, and the fellow disappeared to the 

bar. Tommy hadn't quite made out what he looked like, the smile so startling and the course of 

events so quick. His pulse beginning to pound in his ears, a fear rose, but he forced it down and 

resolved to talk with this guy, and he'd just see. Besides, maybe he was just a waiter pushing 

drinks. So Tommy reached for his billfold if need be. 

 The fellow returned with a drink in each hand, so Tommy concluded that he was no 

waiter. He seemed to be a fairly good-looking, too, though nothing to catch your eye right away. 

"Thank you," Tommy said with a big grin and took the drink. Not a clue what to say next. 

 "My name's Harry," the new acquaintance said for openers. 

 Actually Tommy hadn't thought about having to identify himself, not give out his name 

in a gay bar. He lied, "Roger." Meanwhile he looked Harry over some more, fairly tall, plain 

brown hair, and almost green eyes. Older—must be in his mid-twenties. 

 "You live around here, Roger?" Harry inquired and took a swallow of his brownish drink. 

Tommy prayed it wasn't bourbon. He couldn't even stand the smell of the stuff anymore. 

 "No, I'm visiting my aunt," Tommy lied again. "I live out in the woods in Mississippi." It 

was real easy to embroider a story once you got started. 

 "A real country boy!" Harry laughed and drank again. 

 "Yeh," Tommy laughed too. He'd tell Harry about things from back when he was a kid. 

There wasn’t much opportunity to talk with any of his school friends about that part of his life, 

and it was a relief of sorts to talk about it with this stranger. 

 Harry worked in an insurance office and used to live in Pensacola. He asked Roger 

questions about his family, and talked about his own big one in Alexandria. Then he asked, 

"Does your family know about you, Roger?" 

 Tommy pretended not to understand. "What do you mean?" 

 Harry was taken off guard. "Well, you know, that you come to places like this…” 

 "Oh, no," Tommy replied.  It was easy to answer that without committing oneself. 

 At Harry's insistence, they had another drink, though Tommy couldn't remember drinking 

the other one and was feeling a buzz. They fell back into easy conversation. Maybe Tommy 

should think about going home to the dorm. Pleasant conversation, but as far as he could tell, 
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Harry wasn't interested in him "romantically." For that matter, while Tommy liked Harry's 

company, he didn't feel particularly attracted, and was a little put out that all the talking had kept 

him from watching out for some pretty boy. 

 Breaking the lull, Harry asked, "Can I take you home with me, Roger?" 

 "Well," Tommy hesitated, taken aback by the strange name and surprised to have come 

so suddenly upon this Rubicon. Forcing back the fear, he said, "Yeah, that would be real nice." 

 "Then let's go!" Harry urged, leaving his half-finished drink on the windowsill and taking 

Tommy by the hand. His touch brought a wash of excitement at the boldness. Tommy followed 

jubilantly out the door onto crowded St. Peter, not even checking if anybody at Pat O’Brien’s 

had seen him coming out of that shady little place… 

 …All was quiet, almost candlelight amber and cool. The soundless slumber of the late-

night city, a room of plants with only a low light in one corner of leaves, and air-conditioned 

freshness on Tommy's body. He lay nude on the sheets beside Harry, by no means asleep, though 

Harry was definitely dozing, draped over his arm. He couldn't fall asleep because he really 

should go home to the dorm. Must be three or four o'clock. But there was really no desire to 

move. The heat of Harry touching his shoulder and thigh was so new and so pleasant. Now that 

Tommy had experienced the savor of a man's body, its fragrance and warmth, he really didn't 

want to feel anything else for the moment. He nuzzled into Harry's throat to taste the cinnamon 

salt of a man's skin. It sure wasn't anything like all the struggle and violence in that movie. 

 Though he moved no more than his head, there was a rustling down the length of his 

body and the tingling of Harry's hands on his chest and hips. Funny how easy it was when he’d 

worried about it so much before. Like a bumpkin at a formal dinner, he’d simply done what 

Harry did. Of course that led to some rather symmetrical positions. But nothing he hadn't 

previously imagined in theory many times before.  

 It was good too that there wasn't much kissing. Tommy really hadn't any experience at 

that either, and somehow he wasn't ready for it. After all, kissing was for loving, and this was 

sex. Still, Harry was very tender, and so Tommy was too, his hands exploring the downy 

surfaces of the man's body, his lips following to new and delirious secret places. He stroked 

Harry's slumbering eyelids, feeling a wonderful new kinship to another human being. 

 Outside a car honked for some reason, illicit, mysterious, and exciting. It was an excuse 

for Tommy to shift his position and remove his arm, which was falling asleep. The movement 

wakened Harry a bit, and he burrowed into his armpit. Tommy began to day-dream, more like 

the edges of sleep, pretending that the warmth next to him was his best buddy Leonard from high 

school, that they had just done those delicious things together. His body shuddered and woke 

him. It also woke Harry, who tried to sit up. 

 "Here, Roger, let's pull up a sheet and go to sleep." Harry disentangled the top sheet. 

 "I've got to go home," Tommy said softly, stroking Harry's shoulder. Actually he didn't 

want to, but that little voice said something about German word lists and tomorrow morning 

already so close upon him. For continuity, he lied, "My aunt expects me back." 

 Harry didn't protest, probably used to boys leaving in the night. Tommy got up on the 

window side of the bed. The lithe shadowy man still lay there, an undulating line, dark in the 

amber light, the plants vague masses of light and dark. The glint of Harry's eyes as Tommy stood 

there naked, strangely without shyness, in shadows. "Roger, you sure are hot," Harry sighed. 

  “Thanks," Tommy laughed, embarrassed at such a compliment from a professional. He 

dressed as Harry watched from the bed. Should he tell the guy that this was his first time? Tying 
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his last shoe, he knew he wouldn't say anything. It was better just to say a pleasant goodnight and 

go out into the night, like all those indubitable other boys. 

 After a gentle touching of hands with Harry on the bed, Tommy let himself out the door, 

making sure that the lock caught. Well, that was that, he figured, one virginity nicely disposed of 

in the Claiborne Towers. He rode the elevator back down to the street, feeling happy all over. 

Outside the night startled him with its sultriness after Harry’s great air-conditioning. 

 On the empty, dreamlike, early morning bus, weariness. Tommy slumped down in the 

vinyl seat to doze in contentment until his stop. Only when stumbling down McAlister Drive to 

the dorm in the wee hours it strucl him with a blow of wonder and happiness. He really wasn't a 

virgin any more. That troublesome physical—and at the same time mental—barrier was now 

behind him. Now he could look at the cute boys, like Chucho, and know what a joy it would be 

to suck his cock. He knew. Tommy felt like shouting in the four o'clock almost dawn quiet, but 

instead walked bouncily along contemplating the next step: to fall in love. Eventually someone 

would come along. Now he could be patient until the right guy showed up, and then like in the 

prophecy there would be romance, and kisses, and all the wonders of really being in love. 

 As Tommy tiptoed into the dorm room, Roger rolled over on his side in the narrow bed, 

waking enough to mumble, "What the fuck time is it? What you been doing, asshole?" 

 Before answering, Tommy walked out of his clothes from the door to his own bed. "Got 

laid," he replied proudly and crawled into the sack. No reply from Roger, the miserable virgin. 

Tommy lay back, just barely remembering to set his alarm for eight o'clock. Three and a half 

hours. Again he thrilled at the wonder of doing it with a man, the exquisite symmetry of sixty-

nine. His last waking thought, however, was about that damned German test in the morning. 

Screw it. 

### 
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1.4 - SUNSET EYES 
 My first month at Tulane passed by in a flash, since I was so overwhelmed with starting 

my Architecture courses. At fourteen, I already wanted to be an architect since drawing is my 

very favorite thing. I can capture the likeness of just about anyone or anything. Kids back home 

in New York called me Pete the Pencil Freak. It was a sample of my sketches, I bet, that got me 

into the School of Architecture, since my grades weren't the greatest otherwise, particularly in 

science.) The Profs came down hard on us incoming freshmen. Besides having to wear those 

awful green beanies in the Tulane tradition, all of us Architecture guys got to spend every 

waking moment hard at class work.  

 We didn’t even have time for fraternity rush, but I went to maybe two parties. The older 

frat brothers kept checking out the new guys who, to my disgust, made asses of themselves 

trying to be "good material." When the bids came out, there wasn't one for Pete Ford, who was 

destined to be a Gamma Delta Ipsilon, otherwise known as a God Damn Independent.  

 The mixers to meet the new girls at Newcomb weren't much. Sure, I met several girls 

whose names I instantly got confused, and by the end of the evenings I always felt terribly 

unattractive with my skinny legs and arms and my mouth too big with too long lips. Sure, in high 

school some of the girls thought I was cute because I've got such wavy black hair and bright blue 

eyes. But I was better off drawing than trying to be a lover boy.  

 After that first month, the Profs let up a bit on the pressure, and I had some time to go 

places—like strolling one morning in Audubon Park admiring the tropical vegetation and lying 

for a while in the sun among hordes of ducks along the "bayou." Of course the outing became a 

sketching session. Then one Sunday afternoon I took my camera down to the French Quarter and 

saw the Cathedral of St. Louis, King of France, which is an elegant building. Jackson Square was 

really pretty for a tourist like me, and I took some shots of filthy pigeons roosting on the statue of 

Andrew Jackson. And I went once to a dumb movie at the Sanger on Canal Street.  

 Those little breaks were enough for me. I was happy to work all the time at my drafting 

table in the studio of the Architecture Building. The only distractions were going for dinner in 

the cafeteria or to those awful required academic courses, horrible history, boring English, and 

PhysEd—which isn't so bad actually since I love to swim. Then there are the great Architecture 

classes in the afternoon and assignments to do most of the night. I couldn't ask for much more.  

 During that mad first month I didn't see much of anyone except my roommate Nils, who 

is also in Architecture. I guess the two of us are well-matched, both very lanky, though Nils is 

from Minnesota and has brown hair. Of course I met some kids on our fifth floor of the Robert 

Sharp dormitory, like Leroy two doors down, from Mississippi, a pale red-headed guy of the jock 

type. We're on the same bathroom schedule in the mornings. Leroy's going to be on the football 

team, and he's always in a hurry to work out before his academics, which he also hates with a 

passion. But I can't relate very well to athletic topics while shaving, and I've decided to remain a 

skinny weakling. Leroy can have my share of muscles, with my compliments. Next door up the 

hall I also got to know George, who looks a bit like Pat Boone, except for a receding chin. He 

gets home to his room at the same time as I come back between classes in the afternoon. George 

is in Business Administration and pretty dry, almost pompous, and a sophomore already.  

 My first real friend I met late one evening when I took a break from the studio, bopping 

over to the Snack Bar for an orange juice and cheese sandwich. The place was nearly empty, and 

I met the good-looking cashier guy named Tom I'd seen a lot working in the cafeteria. He's got 

brown eyes and a tousled head of light blond hair. I was really impressed because Tom was 

sitting on a high stool inside the stainless steel island with his cash register like in a boat, and 
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with the book propped up in front of him was reading "Crime and Punishment"—in Russian! 

With a dictionary, of course. He took a coffee break and sat with me at the counter. It turned out 

Tom's a sophomore Chemistry whiz kid, taking incomprehensible things like Organic Chemistry, 

Inorganic Preparations, and two foreign languages, German and Russian. He's obviously a major 

brain, and about as different from me as you can get.  

 On a whim I agreed to meet Tom later to go out for some beer. When the Snack Bar 

closed and I was through with my drafting assignment, we went to a nearby pizza place called 

Phillip's. Sitting in the red neon glow of a Falstaff sign, we drank an entire pitcher of beer while 

trading stories about high school and home. Tom's from Oklahoma, but his folks have recently 

moved down here, just up the river. I talked about back home there in Kingston and how I felt 

now being here in college. I got tipsy, but it was really neat, and Tom was so friendly and 

interested and knew so much about religion, and art, and music. Walking back the quiet street to 

the dorm, I knew I'd found someone to have for a good friend.  

 Monday night of Thanksgiving week I stayed in my room to work on an assignment 

because Tom had promised to bring by some special records he'd mentioned that evening at 

Phillip's. Since Nils was off for a late-nighter in the studio, we could use his record player. (The 

sum total of my musical experience was American Bandstand and a favorite rock and roll station 

from the City. No, actually I did go to a concert once when I was fifteen, something loud by 

some Italian composer. I can't remember.) To fill the time waiting for Tom, I sketched the books 

on Nils' shelf, the robe hanging in folds on the back of the door, and the shoes sitting, one on top 

of the other's toe, by the closet.  

 When Tom arrived with the record albums, I stopped him on the way to the record player.  

"Stand right there!" I ordered, "And I'll show you what we're doing in class right now." With my 

big sketch pad on my knee, and without taking my eyes off Tom, who grinned at me quizzically, 

I drew. "We have to draw like this," I explained, "fast sketches without looking at the paper, no 

more than thirty seconds."  

 "Jeez!" Tom exclaimed. "You're a regular Pete Picasso!" The lines didn't always meet 

where they should. The masses were pretty good, though, and it even caught a good deal of the 

effect of Tom standing there with the records.  

 I put all my stuff away on the desk and was ready for the concert. While I made us coffee 

with Nils' heating coil, Tom got the first record ready. He held the needle arm of the phonograph 

dramatically and announced, "This is St. Saens. It has a great surprise!" He gently lowered the 

needle onto the record.  

 We sprawled on my bed to listen. It was rather beautiful with lots of orchestra, but I 

didn't know just what to think. Tom lay there propped up on his elbow, looking at me glassy-

eyed. We listened and smiled at each other amidst the music. Tom patted my chest and 

whispered, "Just wait!" Then the music seized me. It promised something, an excitement lurking 

under the soft melody, unlike anything I've ever heard. Then it slowed, growing fainter, more 

distant, and seemed to stop. Close to my ear, Tom whispered, "Now!" 

 In an explosion of glorious sound, an organ cascaded in on harmonies and swept over me 

like a waterfall. I was lifted up into the air on the crest of a wave. Smiling at me in amusement, 

Tom said, "My roommate says that's the way an organ is supposed to enter!" Now the music was 

restful, relaxed, and peaceful. I was so pleased Tom had chosen me to share this with. He tangled 

my fingers in his and remarked, "I bet you play the piano!"  
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 "Nope, I just draw," I laughed and held out my big knobby-fingered hands. "My older 

brother, though, he plays the guitar." Mentioning Riley made me homesick again. I surrendered 

to the music and drifted with my eyes closed for a few seconds.  

 When I opened my eyes, Tom asked, "Are you going home for Thanksgiving?" 

 "Nope. Too far and no time," I replied. “I've got to stay here and work on Architecture 

assignments."  

 "I'm going out to my folks' place up the river in Harahan," Tom remarked, tugging on a 

button on my shirt. "You want to come along for some turkey and stuff?"  

 "Sure, sounds like fun," I said and punched him lightly on the chin. We simply lay there 

close listening and smiling at each other, wrapped in the warm feeling of friendship. When the 

symphony was over, Tom got up and put on a new record.  

 In an announcer voice, he advised, "This is the chorus of Beethoven's Ninth, the Ode to 

Joy." As the needle touched down, the sound exploded in my head. Quickly subsiding, resurging, 

and growing. Flat on the bed, my ears rang as the notes began to sing. Lying close beside me 

again, Tom moved his hand softly to the grand rolling rhythms and the rising swell. Suddenly, 

how majestic! The voice! What language? And that singing melody. 

  “What are they singing?" I asked.  

 "Not sure," Tom said. "I think it’s something about friendship, and freedom, and 

paradise..." I was seized again by the power of the piece and the bass, such magnificent sound. 

When the chorus was perfectly roaring, Tom slowly stroked the hair above my ear—like Dad 

used to do. Then it moved into a sweeping finale and left stunned silence.  

 "That's sure a lot better than rock and roll," I finally said, touching Tom's shoulder in 

appreciation. He beamed at me. I took my hand away when keys rattled outside the door.  

 Tom sat up slowly. "Guess Nils is home, huh?" So we said goodnight.  

 On Thanksgiving morning when I woke up, banks of gray clouds were everywhere, and 

for a moment I almost could smell something of fall in the air, though there sure wouldn't be any 

snow. The colors and cool fall mornings were what I really missed here in New Orleans. Back at 

home in our little town on the Hudson, before October's over there’d have been snow already. 

Definitely frosts, and such brilliance on the trees. Yet here, even in late November there hasn't 

been a sign of fall in the foliage. Someone said the oaks here don't lose their leaves all winter 

long. I felt very homesick again.  

 With my little bag, I climbed up the stairs to six to fetch Tom at his room. His roommate 

Roger was still lying in bed while he was getting his things together. As we went out the door, 

Roger gave a hearty wave and an angelic smile, saying brightly, "Get fucked!" Tom explained 

that this was their sophomoric code for "See you later." 

 We walked across the campus to the streetcar line and took that to a bus on Carrollton. 

By the time we got on the bus, the sky had fairly well cleared off, and the sun was streaming 

down again, casting a honeyed light through the stubbornly green trees. We rode along Jefferson 

Highway watching out the window and still feeling fairly sleepy. When I smiled at Tom, he 

smiled back and said, "I'm sure glad you came along today." Once off the bus, we walked down 

a little side-street heading toward the river to a house sitting right up against the levee. Not a 

very big one, some brick on the front, with a carport. It sure wasn't any architectural experience. 

Of course, my folks' home is very old, not one of these new suburban types.  

 We were greeted at the door by his mother and teenaged sister, the former a small woman 

with pale blond hair and Tom's nose, and the latter a strapping big fourteen-year-old, dark-haired 

and very shy behind her glasses. "We're real happy you could come visit with us, Pete," his 
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mother said and shook my hand. "It's nice to meet a friend of Tommy's from college." The sister 

just looked at the floor and said nothing.  

 Tom's father appeared from the hallway, a heavy-set man with a youngish face and white 

hair. He clapped me on the shoulder. “Well, young fellow, happy to meet you. So I'm Dave, this 

is my wife Ellie, and Tom's little sister Janie." With her introduction Janie stepped up, shook my 

hand in a surprisingly strong grip, and giggled.  

 Mrs. Youngblood, that is, Ellie announced, "I'll make some sandwiches for lunch." She 

pointed us toward the rear bedroom. "But don't eat too much—there’ll be turkey later in the 

afternoon." She went into the kitchen, and indeed I could smell the bird roasting already. With no 

breakfast, I was certainly getting hungry. The bedroom was Janie's, horse pictures and statuettes 

everywhere. "Let's eat quick," Tom urged, "and Janie will let you ride her horse.” 

 I'd never been on a horse in my life but allowed myself to be led past a quick liverwurst 

and cheese sandwich and out into the yard. Right beyond the fence was the levee, a twenty-foot-

high earthwork all covered with grass. Janie was more than happy to go and saddle Lady. She led 

a big brown horse up to a box to mount from and gave me instruction as to which foot to put 

where. In spite of my misgivings, I was suddenly atop a horse and laughed out loud.  

 "Isn't it ridiculous?" Tom laughed and patted the horse's rump. Thank God, it just stood 

there, unconcerned. It really was strange feeling my legs wrapped around an animal's stomach! I 

tentatively nudged her sides with my heels, and the mare began to walk, carrying me up the slope 

of the levee. I knew the theory of how the reins were supposed to work, and Lady walked where 

I led in her plodding pace, lurching. I wondered how the cowboys managed to ride so fast. On 

the flat top of the earthwork, I pulled back on the reins to stop and look around. Behind the levee 

were banks of willow trees and the bright reflection off the wide brown Mississippi river. 

 Then I made Lady walk back down the levee. When she picked up her pace a little, I tried 

to bounce with her gait. At the gate I pulled on the reins, but too hard. The horse stopped 

abruptly in her tracks, and suddenly I fell off! Plop on the ground on my shoulder and hip. Tom 

raced up in alarm and helped me up. I was fine, but that was enough equestrian activities. Janie 

was up in the saddle and off like the wind, Lady's hooves throwing chunks of dirt and grass. 

 "She likes to show off," Tom remarked and rubbed my sore shoulder. "You all right, 

really, Pete?" I nodded and brushed the grass off my pants. Helping me, Tom added, "I thought 

we'd go walk along the river if you want to." And I did.  

 Behind the levee in thick willows lay the flat river bank, some five hundred feet wide. A 

path wound through the brush. Pushing aside some branches, Tom brought us out onto the very 

edge of the river. The wide expanse of the Mississippi's brown waters, the surface just a few 

inches below the earth on which we were standing. It gave me the shivers seeing so much water 

rushing by so close to my very toes.  

 "I hear it's about a hundred feet deep in the middle." Tom sat down on his haunches, and 

so I did too. It was so wonderful just sitting there with my new friend and feeling the warmth of 

the sun through my shirt, listening to the faint murmuring of the river's flood and the breezes in 

the willows. Down the river, a huge ship was just appearing around the bend, all white and black 

with rust-red stacks and rigging.  

 "Bet she's going up to St. Louis," Tom said as he took his shirt off. "It's sure hot all of a 

sudden." There were blond curls all over his broad chest. I decided to take mine off too, though 

my thin chest is nothing to compare. He also kicked off shoes and socks into a pile by the bush, 

and I again followed suit. Downstream we walked on the warm sand through more willows to a 

wide, shallow pond which Tom called a slough, apparently where they got much of the earth for 
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the levee. Where the bank was lower along the slough was a pool of semi-soft mud. It squelched 

noisily up between my toes, a velvety chocolate in color and consistency, real Mississippi mud!  

 We walked along the riverbank a long way, talking about absolutely everything we 

thought and felt, investigating driftwood logs washed ashore, and an old rusty boat half-sunk in 

the water. Resting again on the bank, feet splashing in the river like Tom and Huck, I asked if he 

ever went swimming in the river. "No way!" he snorted, "Not with that crazy current out there. 

And I could swim like a fish by the time I was six."  

 "Is that how you got such a good build?" I asked, patting his great hairy chest.  

 "You mean my tits?" he laughed, thrusting his chest way out. I laughed till I choked. Tom 

made me lift my arms straight up over my head till I was alright. 

 Later in the afternoon after a lot more wandering and talking about everything under the 

sun, we went back to the house for dinner. Ellie made a true American style big brown-breasted 

bird, candied yams, and pumpkin pie. All the while we ate, Dave didn't say much at all, leaving 

the talking to Tom, his mother and sister. I noticed how often Dave looked at me, with Tom's 

eyes, somehow sadly and at the same time questioningly. He also looked in much the same way 

at Tom. Ellie asked Tom a lot of questions about school, and every once in a while sister Janie 

interjected some news about her pets.  

 In the middle of my second helping of some things (third of others), I thought about how 

my own family would also be sitting down to eat about now and felt a lot like crying, missing my 

Mom and brother Riley, Mom's dressing. Dad was always so funny with his carving ceremonies. 

Dave asked me suddenly, "What's your father do, Pete?" So I got to talk about the family and our 

hardware store, which helped me over the fit of homesickness.  

 After several desserts and coffee, Tom wanted to go out on the river again to watch the 

sunset. Barely able to walk, we climbed the slope of the levee and sat on the grass on top. The 

sun was lowering, reflecting in a blinding strip across the broad mirror of the Mississippi. I didn't 

say much, feeling so close to Tom, like he was a brother more my age than Riley (who's four 

years older). Side by side, we watched the colors redden and golden. At times Tom looked at me 

instead of at the sunset, and when I turned to look, he'd look off to the west. At times I also 

looked at him in the gathering evening, feeling such a great affection for this fellow with the big 

brown eyes and bright messed-up hair. It was marvelous to have found such a friend.  

 "You know, Pete," Tom suddenly spoke, breaking the silence of many minutes, "I can see 

the colors in your eyes. Don't move.” I looked out at the river and in my peripheral vision could 

see him looking into my eyes. Then when Tom looked across the river, I could see the reflection 

in his eyes too of the crimson trail across the river, like red-hot copper, the opposite shore dark in 

a bold line across a golden sky with rosy clouds. We had sunset eyes! 

 The evening in the house afterwards was quiet, everyone watching television, chatting 

during commercials and station breaks, programs I hadn't seen all fall. I got comfortable on the 

sofa with Ellie while Dave sat in a big red vinyl recliner rocker, Janie in a chair she'd dragged in 

from the dining table, and Tom sprawled on the big rug. Janie held the great blue-gray cat 

Smokey on her lap. Later on Ellie fixed us some turkey sandwiches and popcorn, and soon Dave 

was dozing in his rocker, just like Dad did. While we watched some more TV, I got my pad and 

pencil and did quick sketches of everybody. They were impressed.  

 It was when we stood up to go to bed that I first felt a soreness in my shoulder and wrist 

from the fall. In Janie's room to get ready for bed, I was amused again by all the horse statues 

and drawings. "My horses always look like cows," I lamented and winced as I took off my shirt. 
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I figured it would be better in the morning. Stepping out of my jeans, I stretched out on the big 

double bed in my jock shorts.  

 Tom got in on the other side of the bed. "You want me to rub your shoulder for you?" he 

asked, and I grunted in agreement, rolling over with my face in the pillow. He sat on my thighs, 

and his fingers gently kneading the muscles in my shoulder, moving over the nape of my neck 

and down my spine. It felt so good that I drifted in and out of sleep for a long time.  

 Once when I woke up, the light was off, but I could still feel Tom's soft touches on my 

shoulder and side in the darkness. It gave me an instant erection, and I had to move ever so 

slightly to accommodate it. Tom stretched out with his arm over me. So I rolled over on my side 

to put my arm over him too, as naturally as I could. I certainly didn't want Tom to think I was 

queer or anything perverted like that. But his handsome face was so close in the shadowy 

darkness, his breath smelling sweet and warm, and his lips near mine. I simply had to give him a 

little kiss. He kissed me back and I got lost in his mouth. We rubbed hard against each other, the 

curls on his chest crisp against mine, and I came in my underpants. I think Tom did too. Then he 

sighed in a husky whisper, "Oh, Pete, I love you so much." I cuddled and fell asleep for good.  

 Waking up was warm with the bright sun streaming through the white curtains at the 

window. I was still cuddled up against Tom, almost in his armpit, and he was looking at me 

dreamily, his eyes so dark and deep. I hoped he didn’t remember what happened last night or at 

least wouldn't think I was strange for hugging him. Suddenly there was a big blue cat on the bed 

with us walking up my side. Smokey burrowed into our hug, and I laughed as he gave a plaintive 

meow. Tom mussed my hair and whispered, "Oh, Pete, my beautiful Pete." 

 In spite of myself, being so close and warm with him got me real excited again. I quickly 

rolled away because I sure didn't want him to get the wrong idea. Sitting up, I said, "I guess we 

ought to get up, don’t you think?" As I swung around on the edge of the bed, Tom rubbed my 

shoulder and asked how it felt today. 

 "Fine," I said, standing up and facing away so he wouldn't see my hard on. I pulled on my 

jeans and forced it in. Why couldn’t I just behave like a normal guy and not think about such 

things? "Got to pee!" I whispered and went quickly down the dim hall. No one else seemed to be 

up yet. Once in the bathroom, I popped open the imprisoning buttons, pulled down my shorts, 

and jerked off. This way nothing would ruin our great new friendship. 

 Later at breakfast he ate his peanut butter toast giving me big grins. I couldn't tell if he 

suspected anything, but he kept touching my hand like a close buddy. Maybe he forgot all about 

last night, and so could I. After all, we were just sleeping up close to each other—that was all. 

 After breakfast Janie gave me a second riding lesson. She rode her other horse called 

Stormy—bareback! Lady followed Stormy docilely at a steady slow pace up the levee, and Tom 

walked behind up to the top. With Janie's instructions on how to put my weight in the stirrups 

and so on, I was soon bouncing along beside her at a rather good clip along the levee top. You 

have to time the bouncing just right or the saddle gives you great whacks on the ass. We made a 

couple trots back and forth past Tom sitting cross-legged and cawing like a crow on a blade of 

grass held between his thumbs. Each pass I waved at him like the Lone Ranger and felt such a 

surge of friendship for him. The lesson complete, Janie raced Stormy off down the levee. 

 Steering Lady expertly over by Tom, who was now lying on the grass, I asked, "Don't 

you want to ride some, guy?" 

 "Nah," he said, "I don't get along with horses." As if to contradict him, Lady whiffled at 

his knee and then his face.  

 "Oh, come on," I urged and lifted my leg over the saddle horn to get off the horse.  
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 "No!  Not like that!" Tom yelled and jumped up in alarm. "The other way—behind you!"  

 I laughed and brought my leg back over to swing behind. Tom helped me down, and I 

turned to find myself in his arms, his lips very close. Before I knew what was happening, he 

kissed me. It was so embarrassing I'd have died if anyone saw. "I'm sorry," I muttered and turned 

to lead the horse back down the levee. 

 "No, Pete," Tom said and put his arm over my shoulder, "why be sorry? You make me 

very happy." All the same, it was so mortifying I couldn't look at him all the way back to the 

yard. Thank God, Janie soon came racing up on Stormy and showed off, making the horse rear 

up and prance in tight circles.  

 Impressed, I risked smiling at Tom. "Some tomboy!" He gave me a very curious look, 

and then I realized. He was my Tom Boy—I felt like he was really a girl. And worse, his 

handsome face made me feel like a girl. But I wasn’t a queer! And Tom was so masculine, he 

couldn't be one. We had to keep this all just two guys being good friends.  

 "She even rides in rodeos," Tom said with a certain pride in his voice. Suddenly he asked, 

"You feel up to fishing, Pete? Dad wants to go over to Pontchartrain, and Mom's made a picnic 

with guess what." He seemed just like yesterday, my great buddy, even brother, and I tried to 

sound as natural as possible agreeing. Tom pulled on my arm and said, "Let's get our stuff 

together so they can drop us off at the dorm afterwards." 

 We rummaged around gathering clothes, not saying much, and whenever I looked at 

Tom, he gave me big smiles. I must not have been smiling because as he stuffed his shirt into the 

paper bag, he asked, "Is something wrong, Pete?" 

 "Oh, no," I hurriedly answered, forcing a smile, and asked, "Are you okay?" Tom crowed 

like a comic rooster and suddenly threw his arms around me in a friendly hug. I started to panic 

at my instant hard on, but in a moment he let go. Trying to smile like a similarly happy friend, 

inside I wished he wouldn't be so affectionate. I could manage if we just wouldn't touch. 

 Piling into their big white Impala, I was glad to have the rest of Tom's family around for 

the distraction. My problem was squeezing in the middle of the back seat with Tom and Janie, 

my leg right up against his. He sat with his arm on my shoulder, not at all bothered by our 

crowded contact. But I got another erection which I hid under the bag on my lap. 

 The fishing from the seawall and picnic on the lakefront were actually a lot of fun, and I 

think I managed to act perfectly normal the whole time, having some talks with Dave, who 

fished quite seriously, and Ellie who fished not at all. The secret, I figured out, was clearly to 

make sure Tom and I didn't get off alone anywhere. Soon I could exchange very open smiles 

with him like best buddies as we watched the “bobbers” at the ends of our lines and the vast gray 

expanse of the lake. Dave caught a lot of fish, and the rest of us only caught a few each.  

 They dropped us off on McAlister Drive by the walk up to Robert Sharp, and both Ellie 

and Janie waved out the car windows, saying how happy they were to meet me. Dave said, 

"Work hard, young fellows," and steered off up the Drive. Then Tom and I were alone walking 

down the sidewalk. The still green trees cast shade along the street, and there was an almost 

golden late afternoon stillness on the deserted campus. He touched my hand and said, "I hope 

you had some fun, Pete." 

 Giving him my happy smile, I quickly said, "Oh, I really did!" He walked beside me with 

his arm around my shoulder. It felt so good like the best of friends, but then I got scared when I 

got that different feeling again. So it was really a relief when he let go of me at the door. 

 On the elevator, he suggested, "Let's go for some pizza and beer when I get off work at 

eleven." Not having thought that far ahead, I hesitated. "And we can spend the night together 
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again, Pete," he whispered and pushed me up against the elevator wall, nuzzling noisily at my 

throat like a puppy-dog. It did it to me again, so I gently pushed him away.  

 "Better not tonight, Tom Boy," I said, trying to keep my voice just friendly. "I've got a 

real late-nighter in the studio on an assignment," I lied. If we spent the night together, something 

awful would happen for sure. It was horrible to think how Tom would hate me if he thought I 

was a faggot, a fairy. Just then the doors opened for five, and I stepped out onto my floor. 

 "Okay, lover-boy," Tom said with a sad little smile and a pucker as the elevator doors 

started closing. "Later then."  

 The doors shut, and I was at last alone, feeling so frightened and frustrated that I could 

barely put the key in my door. Lie or not, I did stay late in the studio after all—till almost three 

o'clock, trying to do anything I possibly could, even redoing an assignment so as not to chance 

running into Tom in the dorm. But when I came up the dark walk, there was a room still alight, 

way up on the sixth floor, Tom waiting for me, I bet. 

 Back in my own room, I lay in bed uncomfortably, a bit stiff in my thighs and hips from 

the horseback riding. How wonderful it would have been for Tom Boy to massage me again…  

Trying to ignore such sick queer thoughts, I remembered Tom’s beautiful sunset eyes and wound 

up beating off. Scarcely was I done when there came a quiet knock on the door. It had to be Tom 

Boy checking to see if I was back. If I lay still and made no sound, he'd think I wasn’t here. In 

this moment of hiding it was clear to me that there was simply no way I could ever let myself be 

near Tom again. I loved him too much to be just friends. No, there was no other way. 

 From outside my door I heard a deep sigh and then silence. 

### 
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1.5 - UP A TREE 
(Epistle 12/10/l961) 

Dear Sally, 

 Another late night scribble session to let you know how things have changed since a 

couple weeks ago. You remember? That night when I was all happy and hopeful after an 

incredible Thanksgiving with my darling Pete. I was certain he felt something for me, if only just 

a tiny bit of the enormous love I feel for him, and certain we'd become perfect lovers ever after. 

But go slowly, gently, give him time to warm up to me. I mean, can he be near this blazing fire 

raging in me without at least getting warm? Oh, Sally, Pete's just so maddeningly lovely. I just 

close my eyes and dream of his beauty. His brilliant blue eyes, like mystical lakes, work pure 

magic in my heart.  

 But the horrid truth is I've hardly seen him a half-dozen times these past two weeks. He’s 

never in his room when I call or drop by. Passed a couple times on the sidewalk with smiles and 

hi, but he won't even stop to talk. And when he comes by the Snack Bar, he always sticks with a 

bunch of Architecture guys, so I can't butt in. Always very friendly when he comes by my cash 

register, our eyes locking for long moments of love rays, but he stands back and turns away.  

 Yesterday afternoon when I was climbing in the big oak tree outside the dorm, (I can't get 

over my country habits—maybe I was treed like a squirrel by all this pain of wanting Pete in my 

arms again), when here he comes walking alone up the sidewalk toward the dorm. Sitting real 

still among the leaves, watching Pete and him not knowing I saw. He was gazing straight ahead, 

his eyes not as bright, like he was unhappy, but still so beautiful my heart stopped. Oh, to 

comfort my beautiful Pete—to make sweet love to him again. Ah, that blissful afternoon so close 

with my lover along the river. And that night when we slept in each other’s arms! All I have to 

do is close my eyes and feel his body… 

 Sitting there on my tree branch in anguish, I started crying and simply couldn't make 

myself call out as he passed almost below. I came to the tormented realization that Pete simply 

doesn't love me at all. Maybe he’s even telling his chums I'm a queer and though acting friendly, 

really despising me. But how could I not have kissed him? Not have held him there in the warm 

dark night? If I'd have kept my hands off him, we'd still be buddies. Everything ruined! My first 

real true love has gone down in flames. 

 Just about to go in the door of the dorm, Pete suddenly turned around and hurried back 

down the walk. Calmer now that I was resigned to the truth, I called out, and Pete looked up in 

astonishment. When he found me among the leaves, his blue eyes blazed and he laughed, 

"What're you doing up there, Tom Boy?" My heart leapt at the sound of his voice. Waving 

stupidly, I asked where he was rushing to. "Left my pad at the bookstore," he called up, also 

waving. "Be careful, you crazy guy!" Then he raced off down the walk. I waited in the tree for 

his return, with many more tears, but Pete didn't come back. Probably avoiding me. So I climbed 

down and went upstairs to get ready for work. 

 I was so desolate I had no strength to fight off temptation. I'm referring to Mark who 

lives down the hall from my room. (I apologize beforehand, Sally, if what follows gets too 

graphic. Try and enjoy it.) Well, Mark is a Business Administration hunky type, tall, light brown 

hair, and cute pointy nose. He runs around in the nude all the time, day and night, a gorgeous 

body. For months now, whenever he's at home in the dorm, not a stitch on, just begging for it, 

wanting us to admire how big he is—not much chance he’s still a virgin. Naturally his behavior 

puts me in a carnal tizzy, especially when he comes over to play bridge with us, sitting there 

stark naked the whole time, so hot and tasty, great muscled thighs with little curly hairs, and... 
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Well...  Not exactly what one needs when romantically starved. He seems to like people looking 

and drooling. In those bridge games I couldn't keep track of the cards.  

 Well, last night after work Roger and I were playing three-handed hearts with Lonnie. 

And just as the game's breaking up, who comes stumbling in drunk as a skunk but sexy Mark. He 

was really feeling good. He tried to get us to play another game, but the others were tired and 

didn't want to. Staggering drunkenly around the room, Mark was already taking off his clothes. 

Trying to get out of his pants, he fell on Roger's bed, and started crashing. Roger tried to 

convince Mark to get up and go to his room, but he just giggled.  

 Of course I was most happy to help Roger get him up. Pulled him off the bed and let him 

sort of hang on me mumbling and giggling as I steered him down the hall, his pants undone and 

ready to fall down. I fished the key out of Mark’s pocket (really hot in there!) and opened the 

door. Roommate gone. He collapsed flat on his back on his bed. Recognizing what an incredible 

windfall this was, I locked the door behind us.  

 The rest of his clothes came off so easily. He lay there gloriously naked, a drowsing 

Adonis. A few strokes of my fingers on those luscious thighs, and a familiar delectable muscle 

stood straight up. I kissed and played with it in blissful leisure while Mark wiggled and made 

soft pleasure noises. When the sweet toy had done its messy trick, I rolled him over and explored 

his round backside. When (with lotion from the nearby shelf) I slipped my finger into his honey 

pot, he wiggled his hips. What a unique sensation! His pleased noises and wiggles greatly 

encouraged me to insert the real McCoy. Halfway into him, it was already fireworks time. Mark 

suddenly struggled, squeezing on my dick, and my orgasm felt like riding a wild bull. 

 "Some bitch!" Mark growled into the pillow and bucked me off onto the floor, still 

coming. Being so ingloriously interrupted in intercourse was so funny I lay there and laughed 

hysterically. Mark wallowed around on the bed, grumbling and trying to sit up. He slurred 

terribly, “You tryina fuck me!” 

 I stopped laughing long enough to say, “I think I did!” Mark lifted up partway from the 

bed, groaning and mumbling drunkenly, “I got a illegitmut chile…” With that he flopped back 

on the bed and passed out, his round white butt in the air. The idiocy of that comment did not 

escape me, but I figured trying twice would be pushing it, pulled on my pants, and zipped up. In 

fond farewell, I stuck my finger up his ass again and left him lying there, a ravished lump. My 

almost first piece of tail was, as Pogo might say, ‘incredibobble!’ You might say I’d ascertained 

that Mark definitely wasn’t virginal now. 

 Later the next morning, I came upon Mark in the bathroom where he was washing his 

face and looking horribly hung over, though still scrumptious. I couldn’t help looking at that 

familiar smooth skin on his prick and the firm curves of his rump, remembering. I greeted him 

with, “You had quite a party last night.” 

 He moaned, “Did I, Tommy? I don’t remember anything,” he groaned, “after leaving Pat 

O’Brien’s…” He was famous for getting black-out drunk. 

 “Too bad,” I teased and decided to make a secret point by adding, “When you got back 

here, you got your ass into a real ticklish situation.” He was mystified, and I wouldn’t explain, 

claiming it was time for me to go to my Organic class. On my way across campus, I kicked 

myself for not having gone for twice! 

 Anyway, Sally, clearly my darling Pete was the first of the two loves predicted for me for 

this year by the Spaghetti Sibyl. I’m so horribly afraid that one Thanksgiving night is absolutely 

all the joy that Pete and I will ever have together. (Mark isn't even a candidate.) So there’s only 

three weeks for Our Lady of the Street to chase down True Love Number Two. That’ll be some 
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trick, considering the Christmas holidays coming up. I’ll be hanging around the empty campus 

working in the Chem lab with that kid Ben from Arkansas. He’s a nice guy and cute enough, but 

just not my type. (We're doing about a million analyses of the same damned substance.) 

 Will I ever have a boy to love? This pain over Pete is horrible. You've been in love, Sally, 

and can tell me something I can do to make it right. Write to me soon, please. I need the 

companionship of your letters. Hope things with Bobby are still so peaceful. Envy you.  

 Your friend always, Tommy  

P. S. Have you heard the new song "Anyone Who Had a Heart"? I play it on the jukebox 

whenever Pete comes to the Snack Bar: "Anyone who had a heart / would take me in his arms / 

and always love me, / why won't you?" And the saxophone solo just tears me up. 

### 

 

 


